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Online stores have created more opportunities for firms to offer different products
and services to their customers. These online stores produce a tremendous amount of
data that serve different purposes, including revenue prediction. Online stores usually
keep a log of customers that visit their website that include session information, the
products they showed interest, IP, location, and device information. These features
are explored massively for studies such as customer churn and recommender systems
but using location information for prediction is not explored as much.
The first part of this thesis systematically reviews the articles on revenue pre-
diction with respect to their publication date, application area, evaluation criteria,
and technique for prediction that provides a good understanding of already conducted
research, the evolution of the topic over the years, and possible research opportunities.
The second part focuses on the prediction of Google store revenue data. Using
linear regression as a baseline, it evaluates the predictive power of different machine
learning techniques, including gradient boosting, support vector regression, and neu-
ral networks. The data is collected from Google Analytic demo account that contains
903,653 observation and 55 features. The goal of this study is to predict the total
transaction per user from December 1st, 2018 to January 31st, 2019 and in order
conduct performance analysis between different prediction techniques.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There are many reasons to think about revenue prediction. Firms need to know how
much revenue they make in order to adjust their marketing, production, or financial
strategies. In many cases, these strategies are related directly to individual customers
and firms are interested in finding how much an individual client generates revenue
or in other words, how much is a customer worth for the firm.
With advances in web services and online stores, firms can collect a variety of data
from their customers ranging from their entry link to their devices and their locations.
These datasets provide an opportunity to predict not only the total revenue but also
the revenue generated by each customer.
Depending on the industry and type of product or service, there are different
approaches to revenue prediction. Advances in computation power and ready to use
packages facilitate the adoption of sophisticated techniques to obtain a more accurate
prediction; however, accuracy is not always the objective where interpretation is often
as crucial. The balance between accuracy and interpretability is one of the reasons
that feature selection, along with the appropriate modeling technique, is fundamental
to a legitimate prediction.
Machine learning techniques have become very popular due to advances in compu-
tation power, accessibility to ready to use software packages, and availability of large
datasets that need processing. These models, especially if combined, can achieve high
accuracy, handle many features, and discover generalizable patterns. However, the
applications of these models in economics are limited due to the fact that models are
prediction tools, and many economic applications seek parameter estimation [37].
Revenue prediction is a broad topic that fits into many areas of application, and
it is reasonable to perform it using machine learning techniques. These techniques
are different based on the nature of the revenue, whether it is movies, goods, services,
or tax. Moreover, it is possible to choose the features to utilize in the prediction
selectively that allows not only to use machine learning capabilities to acquire a
sound prediction but also end up with a reasonably interpretable model.
Selecting features by itself is a broad topic in computer science;however, the focus
of this thesis is to select the features that create more interpretable results by inves-
tigating the data helps to select a feature set. In this thesis, we used the data set
from google store, which is an online hardware retailer operated by Google. Serving
customers worldwide, plus the availability of the data raises the question if location
information of the customers is a powerful feature set to predict the firm’s revenue.
There is a relationship between the customer location and their purchases hence
the revenue. Customers from developed countries and those from larger cities of-
ten expend more on goods, especially on technology-based goods. The relationship
between city size and income [19], land rents, expenditure on public goods [2], and
productivity [47] are a recognized phenomenon in urban economics.
This thesis explores and categorizes published literature based on their applica-
tion area, the modeling technique, and evaluation criteria to find suitable modeling
approaches for revenue prediction. These techniques are then compared based on




This thesis is structured as follow. Chapter 2 presents a systematic literature survey
on revenue prediction. The proposed methodology is described in Chapter 3. Chapter
4 presents the performance analysis of different models using the Google store dataset.
Chapter 5 concludes this research and provides future research opportunities.
1.2 Research Contribution:
This thesis conducts a systematic literature review on revenue prediction of published
articles and categorizes them base on their application area, prediction techniques,
and evaluation criteria. This review also highlights the limitations and drawbacks in
this field that need further work.
The second contribution of this thesis is implementation of the geographical data
from the logs used as the features to predict revenue. The typical approach to use
data with many features is to select the most correlated features, and it is usually
done automatically by the algorithm used for prediction. This method of feature se-
lection assures high accuracy, but the results of prediction are not easily interpretable.
Increasing the interpretability of a machine learning model was the primary purpose
of using geographical data.
The third main contribution of this thesis is the comparison between economet-
rics models and machine learning techniques. This comparison shows the differences
between econometrics and complicated machine learning models that binds the gap




Predicting the generated revenue of the firms is an important topic in many fields, in-
cluding movies, tax, services, energy, and goods. Motivated by the increasing number
of online stores that store a log of all their customers’ interactions on their websites,
such as their purchase history and geographical location, there exists a need to ex-
plore the usage of these abandoned data to revenue prediction. Currently, there is
no comprehensive literature survey that encompasses the work already performed in
this field, this thesis conducts a systematic review of revenue prediction literature to
find some trends and application areas and available techniques that authors used to
realize their prediction.
Conducting literature on revenue prediction is not easy as different fields work-
ing on predicting revenue use different phrases such as “customer management and
marketing”, “production management and design”, and “economics”. This diversity
in the fields of study not only makes it difficult to find all articles related to revenue
prediction but also shows a necessity to clearly define the revenue before starting a
systematic review.
In searching for related literature, there are several phrases and keywords that
imply the same meanings, but because of the specific methodology in the study, they
fit in revenue prediction. Examples of these phrases are revenue, sales, and demand
where these phrases are different but closely related. Sales and demand predictions
can be close proxies for revenue. If the price of a good or service is not flexible, the
revenue is always a fixed portion of total sales. The relationship between demand
and revenue is more complicated than sales. In some cases, the product is highly
differentiated in the market, and the firm produces and sells its products based on
the forecasted demand. In this case, the revenue becomes a portion of the total sales
and can be a proxy for revenue.
Articles predict revenue when there are many options to consider for pricing, de-
mand, and factors affecting them. There are options to change the cost of the product
or service such as adjusting the budget of advertisement, including or excluding some
features in the products, for example, extra RAM or a better processor in a laptop.
The standard approach to predict revenue was statistics, econometrics, and mathe-
matical modeling for each case.
Among several approaches in the published articles. Data mining and machine
learning techniques like associate rule mining, support vector machines, neural net-
works, and random forests used in more recent articles and when the data is signifi-
cantly large, which usually comes from social media. In predicting revenue generated
by selling goods or services, econometric models are more widespread in the earlier
article, and there seems to be a shift toward using machine learning in recent ones.
Recently, with advances in machine learning techniques and accessibility of social
media data, a new trend of revenue prediction articles has appeared that almost
exclusively work on predicting the box office value of movies before their openings in
the cinemas. This approach added to the classic methods of revenue prediction in two
ways. First is the use of social media data and sentiment analysis, and the second
is the use of machine learning instead of individual models or simple econometrics
methods.
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The use of machine learning created a new standard in this field. Researchers focus
more on combining different methods to take advantage of the benefits of multiple
models. It is now common to first classify the date and then run different models on
each class. This method is by itself is a critical improvement over the old approach
that limits the study to just a portion of data.
Most of the times, researchers use all the features they have in the data. Using
all of the features in data is not always feasible. For example, in predicting revenue
of movies, mainly the movie’s box-office revenue, many researchers use social media
contents and reviews written by users to predict the box-office revenue which has an
enormous number of feature and using all of them is not feasible. Also, there is not
enough correlation between some features and revenue to justify using many features.
Feature selection is the approach to find which features are good predictors and limit
the feature set to them. It is, however, possible to limit the feature set to a custom set
which will help with the interpretability of the model but usually decreases accuracy.
The rest of this chapter systematically explore the literature to reveal insight
on publication trends, area of application in revenue prediction, the technique of
prediction, and the evaluation criteria.
2.1 Survey Methodology
This section examines the published papers by the year of publication and classifies
them by year of publication. Another categorization is the area of application which
clarifies the type of revenue in the literature, either being tax, goods, services or other
applications. The prediction technique is classified separately to highlight popular
methods. Similar to the techniques, the evaluation criteria are also categorized to
find essential metrics for comparison between techniques.
6
The initial search started by collecting all the papers in major digital computer





Our focus is to find the articles that try to predict the generated revenue by the data
collected from customers (like social media data and IP logs) therefore we eliminate
the articles that work solely on demand forecasting or revenue management.
The initial search found 104 papers by searching for “Revenue prediction”, “rev-
enue forecasting”, and “Revenue prediction” OR “revenue forecasting” in all fields.
These papers carefully examined and only the papers that predict revenue for an
organization by using data from customers were selected.
However, the initial search includes all the papers published in academic journals
and conference proceedings that are subjected to peer review and have higher values.
After careful review of the selected papers, 59 papers met the criteria stated above.
The next part of the survey categorizes these papers into the area of application,
prediction technique, and evaluation criteria.
2.2 Classification Method
The selected papers categorized based on their year of publication to give us more
insight into the publication trends. The classification framework consists of the area
of application, prediction technique, and the evaluation criteria. Articles fall into six
categories of Tax, goods, services, energy, movies, and others based on their area of
application. The prediction techniques consist of eleven categories being regression
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analysis, time-series analysis, mathematical modeling, associate rule mining, support
vector regression, neural networks, random forests, factorization machines, mecha-
nism design, and gene expression programming.
The evaluation criteria categorized into thirteen categories being precision, recall,
F1 measure, mean classification rate, mean squared error, root mean square error,
mean absolute error, relative absolute error, percentage error, R-squared, Pearson cor-
relation coefficient, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, and Akaike information
criterion.
2.2.1 Area of Application
This section categorizes the articles based on their area of application. Movies cate-
gory contains the papers that predict the revenue of a movie, whether Box-office, total
sale, or the first week sales. Articles categorized under Energy that predict revenue
generated by selling an energy source. Tax is the category that contains government
revenue from all kinds of different taxes. Goods contains articles that predict the
revenue from selling physical goods or virtual goods like software.
Any activity that does not transfer a good from seller to buyer considered as
Service in our categorization system. The articles that do not fit in any of the groups
mentioned above put into the Other category.
2.2.2 Prediction Technique
Prediction techniques in reviewed papers fall into different categories. Regression
analysis is a well known statistical process for estimating the relationship between
variables. There are many variations of this technique and all the papers using any
of these methods put under ”Regression analysis” group. Another well known statis-
tical technique is the time series analysis that predicts the revenue using past data.
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This method also has many variations and all the articles using one of these methods
put under the ”Time series analysis” category. In addition to these two categories,
some mathematical models developed for a specific problem. These articles put un-
der the category of ”Mathematical modeling” to capture the effectiveness of these
models. Because of the high customization of these models, they are easy to inter-
pret and usually yield an accurate prediction, the downside of this approach is that
mathematical modeling is sophisticated and need a good knowledge of the topic.
One of the standard machine learning techniques, especially in sentiment analysis
from social media is Associate rule mining (ARM). ARM is a method for discovering
relationships between variables in large data-sets. There are several extensions and
algorithms to apply ARM to data, so all the papers using one of them put under the
”ARM” category.
Support vector regressions machine (SVR) [7] and Least-squares support-vector
machines (LS-SVM) [46] are machine learning techniques for data and regression
analysis. They are both based on support vector machines and have many implemen-
tations to the point that it is hard to distinguish them from each other. This close
similarity in concept and implementation causes all the papers using any of these
models or their variation to fall in the ”SVR” category. Factorization Machines (FM)
are models combining support vector machines with factorization models. These
models share the essential characteristics of both models [39] and papers using them
fall into the ”FM” category. The last Machine learning technique is the Random
Forests (RF). RF is capable of classification and regression, and it is an enhancement
of decision trees. RF also has many implementations and variations and the papers
using any of these methods put in the ”RF” category.
A common approach for a better prediction is to combine different methods. This
method mostly used to improve prediction accuracy. Articles that use more than one
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model in combination grouped under ”Hybrid category. Two categories of mechanism
design ”MD” and gene expression programming ”GEP” used less often than the other
methods but not least important. Mechanism design purpose economic mechanisms
or incentives toward desired objectives and GEP is an evolutionary algorithm for
creating models. These models learn and adapt by mutating their sizes, shapes, and
composition.
2.2.3 Evaluation Criteria
Different modeling techniques use different criteria to evaluate their performance. Re-
viewed articles use thirteen different evaluation criteria to illustrate the performance
of their model. Precision, Recall, and F1-measure are metrics that commonly used
together for evaluating the classification. ”Precision” or positive predictive value is
a fraction of relevant instances among the retrieved instances. The probability of
detection, sensitivity, or ”Recall” is the fraction of relevant retrieved instances over
the total amount of relevant instances. ”F1” measure is the harmonic mean of preci-
sion and recall. Another classification metric is the Mean Classification Rate (MCR),

















Other metrics for continues variables are Mean Squared Error (MSE) or mean
squared deviation, t take the average of squared errors. Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) measures the standard deviation of residuals. Mean absolute error (MAE)
measures the difference between predicted values and actual values. Relative Absolute
Error (RAE) is the errors normalized by the total absolute errors and can capture the
magnitude of the difference. Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is the average












(Yi − Ŷi)2 (2.6)








|Yi − Ŷi| × 100% (2.8)
Where Ŷi is predicted value for Yi and Yi is the actual value.
R-squared and Akaike information criterion (AIC) evaluate the performance of
the model as a whole. R-squared is the coefficient of determination and measures
what portion of the standard deviation in the dependent variable is determined by
independent variables. AIC is a measure for model selection and estimates the relative
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Where Ŷi is predicted value for Yi and Ȳ is the mean of Y for i=1 to n.
AIC = 2k − 2Ln(L̂) (2.10)
Where k is the number of estimated parameters in the model and L̂ is the maximum
value of the likelihood function.
Correlation metrics usually used at the feature level for confirming the correlation
of a feature with the prediction. Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) is a measure
of linear correlation between two variables and used to evaluate the correlation be-
tween predicted values and the actual values. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
(SRCC) is similar to PCC but assessed if the relationship in monotonic or not.




SRCCs = ρrgX ,rgY =
cov(rgX , rgY )
σrgXσrgY
(2.12)
where cov(rgX , rgY ) is the covariance of the rank variable and σrgXσrgX and σrgY σrgY
are the standard deviations of the rank variables.
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of research papers by year of publication
2.3 Classification Results
2.3.1 Publication Trend
The distribution of research papers by year of publication is presented in Figure 2.1.
Research papers published between 2005 and 2018 and the number of published arti-
cles increased from 2009 to 2010 and remained the same until 2013. The revenue in
the articles before 2013 is mainly in the area of goods, tax, and services, and there is
a rise in the number of publications after 2013.
This increase corresponds mainly to the articles that predict the box-office revenue
using various techniques statistical and machine learning techniques. With easy access
to social media data and sentiment analysis for predicting the revenue of movies, the
number of published articles increased and remained the same.
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2.3.2 Area of Application
Movies Box-office revenues are predicted using social media contents in [29, 8, 18, 44,
48, 32]. However, data concerning movies are not limited to those in social media.
There are other types of data, including ratings, and reviews and [53] used some of
these online resources (search engines, video sites, and WeChat ) for their prediction.
Some of these important resources are IMDB , BoxOfficeMojo , Douban , Shanghai
Media and Entertainment Group and FilmSource database.
Depending on the modeling approach, online resources used differently for movie
revenue prediction either by itself or merged with other resources. [62, 38, 61, 54, 31,
30] used only one resource while [16, 40] combined two databases for their study. Data
is also not limited only to online resources. For example, [6] gathered information
from 167 participants of their experiments and [15] used the information provided by
68 Chinese theatres.
Goods divide into two categories: physical and virtual goods. Examples of physical
goods are food, goods in supermarkets, furniture, and automotive that work of [50,
49, 45, 13, 9] studied. Virtual goods are the ones that exchanged and used virtually
such as software. [1, 23] explored these kinds of goods.
Services are transactions that do not transfer any good (physical or virtual) from
seller to buyers. Example of services are: online advertising [3, 11], tourism [26],
music concerts [24], taxis [58], municipal services [17, 43] rentals [41], parking [14]
and etc. [35, 52]
Government tax revenue literature explore tax revenue for different countries. For
example, [51, 60, 57, 28] China, [5] Germany, [33] Indonesia and [22] OECD countries.
Also, [12, 55] worked on government revenues in without any particular counrty.
Work of [25, 10, 27, 36] focus around the data on electricity and power plants so
14
Figure 2.2: Distribution of research papers by their application area
fall under energy. Other articles that do not belong to any of the categories above
are categorized under others ([21, 34, 20, 4]).
2.3.3 Prediction Technique
Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of techniques used for prediction. Regression anal-
ysis is the most practiced method for prediction in the reviewed papers. [29, 5, 32,
53, 52, 38, 22, 12, 16] used linear regression and [31] also considered the interactions
between variables in their linear regression models moreover [35] included polynomial
terms in their regression analysis. Other types of regression analysis utilized less
than linear regression in the reviewed papers, including Multinomial Logit in [9] and
Gaussian copula in [8].
The study of [29, 13, 21, 58] used ordinary SVR. The variation of SVR utilized in
15
Figure 2.3: Distribution of research papers by prediction technique
some papers. For example, [51] used partial least square SVM, and [60] performed
gray correlation analysis using SVR. Another variation of SVR is sequential mining
optimization that [20] used in their study.
The techniques used in Time series analysis are ARIMAmodels in work of [43, 56,
1], Grey Forecasting in the study of [26, 28, 27], and Transfer Entropy in the article
of [34].
Mathematical modeling used in the work of [24, 25, 3, 10, 14, 11, 23]. These articles
formulated the prediction problem mathematically first and only used data to support
their claims. There are situations that there are specific models for a problem that
usually performs better or easily interpretable. Examples of these approaches are
work of [54] with factorization machine, [36] with gene expression programming and
[6] with mechanism design.
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Figure 2.4: Percentage of models used in Hybrid approach for prediction
Associate Rule Mining is used to find the relationship between variables or cat-
egorization, and these relationships or categories are useful to predict the generated
revenue. Work of[49, 50] demonstrates the use of ARM in prediction. Other methods
of prediction are Neural Networks in [62, 41, 33] and Random Forests in [4, 15].
Another approach of prediction is combining two or more techniques to improve
accuracy. The standard procedure is usually feeding the results of one model to an-
other. Each of the models in the combination serves a different purpose. The accuracy
in one of the models (usually the last one) is the target for the other therefore the
first models generate results that work very good in the second model, the first model
is responsible for classification or evolution. Work of [45] used Genetic Algorithm in
addition to Neural Networks, and [55] used SVR plus Learning Vector Quantization
to improve their results.
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The other group that consists of the work of [17, 18, 44, 48, 40, 57, 61, 30], used
a classification technique such as K-Means, SVM to first find possible categories and
then predict each group separately by another method such as linear regression or
SVR. Linear regression is the most common model followed by SVR and Neural
Networks as the last model in a hybrid approach. The distribution of the models
used in the hybrid approach is presented in Figure 2.4.
2.3.4 Evaluation Criteria
Figure 2.5 shows the distribution of research papers by their evaluation criteria. The
relative absolute error had the most application in the reviewed articles and used in
four different ways. [27, 26, 55, 35, 60] used RAE to compare the result of their final
model with the baseline approach, and [58, 54, 20, 16] used RAE to evaluate the
model generated results with actual values. [9, 31] used RAE as a model selection
criteria to evaluate different methods, [5] used RAE to find the difference between
monthly forecast results, and [32] used it to evaluate the predicted values for different
teams.
The mean absolute percentage error is the second commonly used criteria. [13,
48, 30] used MAPE to compare different scenarios, and [43] used it to select the
appropriate ARIMA model, also [55] used MAPE to compare their model with a
baseline; moreover, [1, 51, 36, 28] used MAPE to evaluate the performances of different
models.
R-squared had various usage in reviewed articles. [29] made a comparison be-
tween the proposed model with a baseline model using R-squared. [4] evaluated the
performance of their model using real data, and [21, 40, 53, 36, 52] used R-squared
to compare different model preferences or different data. AIC did not have diverse
usages, [18, 12] used AIC to rank different models.
18
Figure 2.5: Distribution of research papers by the evaluation criteria
The squared errors also had multiple usages. [8, 1, 18, 35] used mean absolute
error to evaluate the results of different models. [44, 60, 11, 36, 22, 6, 12] used the root
mean squared error to evaluate their results with real data. [21, 17, 33] used MSE to
evaluate true values against predicted ones and [1, 51, 41] used MSE to evaluate the
performance of different models.
The primary use of Correlation coefficients was model ranking. [8, 18, 38] used
Pearson’s correlation coefficient and [56] used Spearman ranked correlation coefficient
to evaluate the difference of the performance between various models. also, [53, 23]
used PCC to show the relationship between predicted values and actual values.
The classification measures primary usage was comparing different models. [49]
used precision to evaluate the accuracy of different models. [50, 34] used precision
and recall for model selection, and [29] used F1 measure in addition to precision and
recall for feature selection.
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Similarly, [45] used mean classification rate to evaluate different models and [62,
61, 15] used a similar measure (average present hit rate) to evaluate different models.
2.4 Chapter Conclusion
The results of the literature clearly show that revenue prediction is a fertile possible
future research. The increasing number of publication in recent years and availability
of data, especially from social media and logs, along with new prediction methods
shows the promising future of this field.
This survey clarifies the application areas of revenue prediction. Movies and ser-
vices are the areas with the most publications. This result is reasonable because
movies and services had easily accessible data for a longer time. The availability of
data from online stores that sell goods opens a possible future direction. However,
data from tax revenue and energy do not seem to be publicly available.
The most used prediction techniques are regression analysis, hybrid methods, and
SVR. Regression analysis is straightforward and usually generates acceptable results,
and it is considered a baseline for many studies. Combining different methods to
create more accurate predictions is always a possible future research opportunity.
Some Machine learning techniques only used in Movies and service revenue. Applying
these techniques to different areas is another potential future work.
None of the reviewed articles using machine learning techniques limited the fea-
tures or tried to interpret their predictions. The algorithm selects the features au-
tomatically based on their correlation with the target variable. Future research can
explore limiting the features to a more meaningful set in order to make them inter-
pretable. Additionally, new data always create an opportunity for research.
This section clearly shows the limitations, challenges, and opportunities in the
20
revenue prediction that was not available before. It presents the trends, application,
and techniques of available literature, and It serves as a starting point for researchers




This section explains the techniques and evaluation criteria used for the revenue pre-
diction. Also, it explains the implementation and provide some descriptive analytics
about the dataset.
3.1 Regression Analysis
Regression analysis regularly used for prediction and forecasting. This thesis uses
linear regression, which treats the Revenue from each customer as a dependent vari-
able, and the features are independent. This model does not consider interactions
between the independent variable, and it is used here as a baseline for comparison.
The predicted model is as shown in Equation 3.1.
Log(RevenuefullV isitorId) = α +
∑
i∈Ω
βixi + εi (3.1)
Where Ω is the set of selected features and xi is i
th feature.
3.2 Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (NN) is a framework to recognize the pattern in data.
There are many methods to train the neural network. This thesis uses back-propagation
that is one of the most established methods to calculate the gradient of the loss func-
tion concerning the weights in an NN. The revenue function then can be calculated
as in Equation 3.2.
Log(RevenuefullV isitorId)n+1 = Log(RevenuefullV isitorId)n − γ∇F (xi), i ∈ Ω (3.2)
Where n is the number of iterations, γ is the step size and F is a convex function of
features xi, i ∈ Ω.
3.3 Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a class of deep neural networks. In this class,
each neuron computes an output value by applying some function to the input values
coming from the receptive field in the previous layer. This function is specified by a
vector of weights (plus bias). Learning continues by making incremental adjustments
to the biases and weights. The vector containing weights and bias is called a filter and
represents some feature of the input. A distinguishing feature of CNNs is that many
neurons share the same filter. The convolutional layer consists of a set of kernels,
which have a small receptive field but extend through the full depth of the input
volume. Figure 3.1 shows a high-level description of CNN.
3.4 Least-squares support-vector machine
Least-squares support-vector machines (LS-SVM similar to SVR) are a version of
support vector machines and used for data analysis and pattern recognition. This
prediction used a Gaussian kernel for training 80% of the data and used the rest for
testing. For details of computation and more explanation of the model, see [46]. The
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Figure 3.1: High-level architecture of a CNN [59]
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3.5 LS-SVM and Boosting
The primary purpose of boosting is reducing variance and bias. Boosting can turn
weak learners to strong learners by repetitively calculating new weights and adjusting
the feature’s weights. This part used the LS-SVM model in section 3.4 for training.
The mean loss function, coming from the probability of a sample drawing with LS-





The data originates from the Google Analytic demo account, and it contains the
Google Merchandise Store customer database. It contains 903,653 observations and 55
features in JSON format. These features arranged into 12 groups and the information
about the geography stored under geoNetwork. For details of the headers and groups
see Table 3.1.
Most of the customers of the store do not make a purchase, and customers who
make a purchase will not purchase during all their visits. This pattern is visible in
the data, and a large number of visits have zero revenue (77.8%). Most of the visitors
are from the Americas, Asia, and Europe furthermore most of the non zero revenues
are from the Americas. Africa has the most value of mean revenue, meaning that
its low number of visits are most likely to end up in a high revenue from the store.
Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of user based on their continents.
The data is used as-is, and due to its nature, there is no need for cleaning or
making any adjustments. However, to run the regression models, the JSON file needs
to be flattened.
Processing this file creates its challenges. It does not fit into memory and should
be split into separate parts. The processing time is heavily related to the number of
observations in each part that goes through the model. The next section will explain
the solution to these problems.
3.6.2 Coding and Implementation
The models in the previous sections implemented using Python programing language.
All Models implementations utilize SKlearn libraryin python along with standard
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Table 3.1: List of the headers in the Data. Note that because the data is in JSON
format, Each row might present several features. There are 55 features in total.
DataField Explanation
fullVisitorId A unique identifier for each user of the
Google Merchandise Store.
channelGrouping The channel via which the user came to
the Store.
date The date on which the user visited the
Store.
device The specifications for the device used to
access the Store.
geoNetwork This section contains information about
the geography of the user.
sessionId A unique identifier for this visit to the
store.
socialEngagementType Engagement type, either ”Socially En-
gaged” or ”Not Socially Engaged”.
totals This section contains aggregate values
across the session.
trafficSource This section contains information about
the Traffic Source from which the session
originated.
visitId An identifier for this session. This is only
unique to the user. For a completely
unique ID, you should use a combination
of fullVisitorId and visitId.
visitNumber The session number for this user. If this
is the first session, then this is set to 1.
visitStartTime The timestamp (expressed as POSIX
time).
packages like pandas and numpy. The implementations in SKlearn are highly efficient
both in terms of memory and processor; therefore, eliminate the need to implement
any of the models, especially when models are highly recognized and commonly used.
Coding these models are highly depreciated.
One of the difficulties of using big data is processing power and memory, which
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of users in 5 continents.
were limited in this case. Due to the size of this dataset, it is not possible to directly
store it in the memory to run models. Instead, another approach is selected, which
breaks the file into chunks. The data is divided into separate batches randomly, and
each batch fitted to the model. Figure 3.3 shows the flow of this process.
The number of batches is directly related to the amount of available memory, and
in the case of this thesis, two chunks can solve the problem of the memory but not
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Figure 3.3: Batch process for limited memory
the computation time. Splitting the model into ten parts seem to capture the best
for memory and the processing time.
3.6.3 Evaluation Metrics
Choosing the evaluation metric is difficult because there is no single metric that can
capture all aspects of a model. Two possible candidates are Relative Absolute Error
(RAE), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). Both of these metrics determine the
prediction error of the model, hence are measures of accuracy. RMSE is more sensitive
to the difference between actual values and predicted value (sensitive to outliers). On
the other hand, RAE differentiates between the prediction of low or high values, and
it is useful when the distribution of the actual values is broad.
Relative Absolute Error (RAE) is beneficial in four different situations. As it is
evident from the literature, it is a good tool for evaluating the prediction results with
actual values.[27, 26, 55, 35, 60] used RAE to compare the result of their final model
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with the baseline approach. [58, 54, 20, 16, 5, 32] used RAE to evaluate the model
generated results with actual values. [9, 31] used it for model selection criteria to
evaluate different methods.
RAE = |Yi − Ŷi
Yi
| (3.4)
RAE is a helpful metric since it can create a common ground for comparing different
models, and it is especially helpful since the range of the firm’s revenue from different
customers is wide. RAE makes it possible to account for this range and does not






(Yi − Ŷi)2 (3.5)
The RMSE combines the magnitudes of the errors in predictions of each observa-
tion into a single measure that implies the prediction power. RMSE is non-negative,
and a value of zero shows a perfect fit to the data. Low values of RMSE show better
prediction power, but all models in comparison should use the same data because




Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the comparison of 5 different modelings techniques based
on the calculated RAE and RMSE. The results from the regression analysis generate
the highest errors both in terms of RAE and RMSE. Although LS-SVM should have
less error than the Regression, LS-SVM results are not significantly better. RAE and
RMSE of Regression is 31.093% and 25.081% higher than LS-SVM. Both of these
models use the least squared method for minimizing the prediction error.
Results of neural networks with back-propagation is a significant improvement
to both LS-SVM and Regression. RAE and RMSE are 49.573% and 38.238% lower
than the Regression and 33.894% 22.747% lower than LS-SVM. This improvement is
mainly the result of the optimization method.
The results of convolutional neural networks are 33.051% lower RAE and 23.049%
reduction in RMSE respect to neural networks. The LS-SVM and Boosting had the
least error in terms of RAE and RMSE. These values are lower by 75.000% for RAE
and 73.841% for RMSE respect to the Regression. These values are 25.949% lower in
RAE and 44.959% lower in RMSE respect to CNN.
Between the compared approaches, LS-SVM with Boosting achieved the least error
(0.117 for RAE and 0.482 RMSE) and considered the most accurate model. CNN
achieved a RAE of 0.158 and RMSE of 0.877 and ranked second.
Figure 4.1: Comparison of the models base on the RAE on the test data
There are some benefits to both models. In terms of accuracy, LS-SVM produces
a more accurate prediction. On the other hand, the implementation of CNN is much
simpler. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the ranking and percentage of improvement to the
results of Regression.
Table 4.1: Comparison of models and their rankings based on the percentage im-
provement of Regression RAE
Model Rank RAE Improvement
Regression 0 0.468 0.00%
LS-SVM+Boosting 1 0.117 75.00%
CNN 2 0.158 66.24%
NN 3 0.236 49.57%
LS-SVM 4 0.357 23.72%
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the models base on the RMSE on the test data
Table 4.2: Comparison of models and their rankings based on the percentage im-
provement of Regression RMSE
Model Rank RMSE Improvement
Regression 0 1.844 0.00%
LS-SVM+Boosting 1 0.482 73.84%
CNN 2 0.877 52.47%
NN 3 1.139 38.24%
LS-SVM 4 1.475 20.05%
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Research
The results of this study show that geographical information can be a good predictor
for firms revenue. The comparison between Regression, convolutional neural net-
works, LS-SVM, Neural Networks with back propagation, and LS-SVM with Boost-
ing show that the best model in terms of accuracy is the ensemble of LS-SVM and
boosting with RAE of 0.117 or 88.3% and RMSE of 0.4824628.
One of the critical findings in this work is the effective modeling of features with
a strong to weak correlation with the target value. Some models like CNN have a
built-in mechanism to deal with this issue, and some models like LS-SVR need the
help of other boosting mechanisms. It is possible to achieve an accurate prediction
by mixing strong and weak learners.
Some straight forward future research opportunities are exploring different model-
ing approaches to obtain a better accuracy for prediction, working on city-level data to
eliminate the differences between countries and exploring different application areas
such as movies.
This work shows the relationship between the location of customers and the gen-
erated revenue for the firm. The cause of this relationship is complicated and cannot
be linked directly to the location. Customers in an area might receive regular adver-
tisements, or there is a local burst in positive reviews by local users or a new trend
in the area. Another possible explanation can be that the location of customers is a
proxy of their income. Exploring the causality is a future line of research.
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